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International Education Week 2017
By Andy Meretoja
OISS and Rice University were thrilled to celebrate Rice’s international
students and scholars and the campus diversity during the annual International Education Week (IEW), November 13 – 18. Multiple offices and
department across campus put together events and activities for IEW, and
here is a quick recap of the OISS highlights:
 We started the week by showing our appreciation to the amazing leaders
of Rice’s international student clubs, with the annual Presidents’ Luncheon. We were particularly excited to present an opportunity for our VIP
guests, Dr. Yvonne Romero da Silva (Vice President of Enrollment), Mr.
Ryan Kirksey (Senior Assistant to the Pr esident) & Mr. Nathan Cook (Dir ector of Government Relations) to hear from Rice’s international student leaders, and vice versa!
 In addition to the club presidents, we also wanted to show our appreciation to all international
students and scholars at Rice, which is why on Monday afternoon we handed out free ice cream
bars at the OISS!!
 OISS partnered with the Rice Chinese Students & Scholars Association (RCSSA) to offer a
quick lesson on how to correctly pronounce Chinese names. The turnout was great and the students from RCSSA did a wonderful job teaching us!
 The Graduate Student Association (GSA) and OISS hosted an International Coffee Break in the
new Multicultural Center. The treats from all over the world were delicious
and there definitely weren’t any leftovers!
 The Center for Career Development, GSA and OISS co-hosted a panel discussion on International Student Employment in the U.S. Over a 100 students
came to listen to our panel of experts with their helpful tips and information,
and got an opportunity to ask individual questions during the reception
The GSA/OISS International Coffee
that followed.
Break was a huge success!
 Our annual Thanksgiving Lunch was a truly special event, with great
food and even better company, as the OISS staff had the privilege of
celebrating early Thanksgiving with 90 of our fastest international
students & scholars (tickets were handed out first-come first-served on
Monday!
 The week concluded on Saturday, November 18th, with our annual
Mini World Cup Soccer Tournament (co-sponsored by the Rec Cen- International students and scholars
enjoyed a traditional Thanksgiving
ter), an IEW tradition since 2005! This year Team Americas was victo- meal with the OISS staff
rious, and earned a plaque on our fantastic trophy!
(Photo credit: Linda Williams)

Team Americas won the IEW 2017 Mini
Soccer World Cup!!

In addition to the wonderful events listed above, OISS also put together a quick list of
International Recommended Reading. We continue to accept submissions for the list, so
please check out http://oiss.rice.edu/recommendedreading/ for more information, and a
list of books submitted so far!For more information on all International Education Week
events, please see http://oiss.rice.edu/iew/You can also read the Rice News article about
IEW at http://news.rice.edu/2017/11/13/rice-celebrates-international-education-weeknov-13-18/
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Letter from the Executive Director
Dear Rice International Students & Scholars,
We are very grateful to have you with us in the New Year of 2018. Last semester carried
high and low points, such as an awe-inspiring eclipse, a devastating hurricane, many challenging immigration discussions, and a local celebration of the Astros home team’s first
championship!
Many of you celebrated highs, and worked through trials. We hope to be there for you to
encourage and support you through the great times, and navigate through the more difficult ones.
Please stay tuned to our immigration updates, deadlines, trainings, workshops and special programs, and do not
hesitate to make an appointment to see an OISS advisor when you need one.
We wish you a terrific 2018, and look forward to walking with you in your road to success in this new semester and
year!
Always grateful for you,

Adria L. Baker, Ed.D.
Executive Director, Office of International Students & Scholars
Associate Vice Provost for International Education

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

International Friends at Rice Update!
We are so thankful for all of our wonderful international students and U.S. friends for making International
Friends at Rice (IFR) a huge success! We have students and U.S. fr iends of all ages and backgr ounds and
we keep getting positive updates from you! This was OISS’ pilot year for the IFR Program and we are thrilled
to report that over 50 graduate international students were matched with U.S. friends. If you are a part of the
program, we encourage you to send photos you and your U.S. friend(s) would like to share. If you have any
suggestions, they are welcome as well. We are so grateful for all of you and wish you a great spring semester!
Sincerely,
OISS Team

If you travelled internationally
during the break, please send
your new I-94 to OISS at
oiss@rice.edu!
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OPT “Priority Processing” – Here’s why you want it!
By Andy Meretoja

Are you graduating in May? Planning to stay in the U.S. and use Optional Practical Training
(OPT) to gain practical experience in your field for up to 12 months beyond graduation? OISS is
offering “Priority Processing” for early OPT applications!

Here is how you can take advantage of this opportunity:




USCIS accepts OPT applications as early as 90 days before your graduation date. This means that for May graduation, the earliest
you can submit your application is February 11th.
If you submit the first part of your OPT application to OISS (i.e. OPT Student Form, OPT Faculty Advisor Form, & Form I-765) by
February 2nd (The First Friday in February!), we guarantee that you can get a priority OPT I-20 pick-up appointment on the week
of February 12th.

“Great…but why the urgency?” you may ask. Yes, it is true that you are eligible to apply for OPT all the way up until graduation, and
even beyond, during your grace period. There is no “Priority Processing” with USCIS and it takes approximately three months for OPT
applications to be approved.
Here is why getting “Priority Processing” from OISS can really help you:
 If you would like to start work shortly after graduation, applying early is the best way to make sure that you can
get your EAD in time to begin employment on your requested start date. Please remember that you are not legally authorized to work until you have the EAD in your possession and you are within the validity dates, even in
your advisor’s lab!
 Even if your job doesn’t start until later, you want to get the EAD early in case you’re hoping to travel internationally between graduation and starting your OPT. Leaving the country while your OPT application is pending can be
interpreted as you abandoning your application. Therefore OISS strongly discourages travel before you have the
EAD. Applying early gives you a better chance of receiving your card before or right around graduation, which in
turn may offer you more flexibility with your travel plans. IMPORTANT NOTE: If you’re planning to travel outside
of the U.S. during Spring Break, you may want to wait until after your trip before applying for OPT!
Submit your OPT documents by February 2nd and you’re guaranteed a spot in the “Priority
Processing” OPT I-20 pick-up appointments!
Here is what you need to do by February 2nd to use “Priority Processing”:
 Attend a CPT/OPT Workshop or review the F-1 Optional Practical Training Tutorial at http://oiss.rice.edu/studentwork/
 Submit a complete packet to OISS containing:
OPT Student Form
OPT Faculty Advisor Form
Form I-765
Here’s what you don’t need to have by February 2nd:
 Job offer! You can apply for OPT even without a job offer; because you can use OPT to work for any employer in the U.S., as long
as the job is related to your major field of study!
 The check, photos, and remaining copies. You will not need to have these items until the OPT I-20 pick-up appointment, so you’ll
still have plenty of time to put everything together between February 2 nd and the pick-up on the week of February 12th.
For more information (i.e. the OPT Tutorial, OPT Handout, and the schedule for our CPT/OPT Workshops), please see http://
oiss.rice.edu/studentwork.
PS. If you know you will not travel outside of the country right after graduation and your job doesn’t start until July, or later, feel free
to apply a bit later. We would still recommend getting your application in by the end of February, just in case!
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Immigration Updates – Stay Tuned!

By Sandra Bloem-Curtis

2017 was another year filled with immigration regulatory changes, executive orders, and immigration
complexities that have affected international students and scholars in the United States. While these
changes can be challenging to navigate, be sure to stay tuned to OISS updates through memos, newsletters, emails, and listserve announcements to keep up with the changes in laws and reporting requirements that may impact you.
Keep yourself in check! A quick guide to maintaining your status
 Register as a full-time student every semester, unless approved in advance under a specific exception by OISS.
 Make normal progress towards completing the program indicated on your I-20/DS-2019 by completion date on your I-20/DS-2019.
 If unable to complete program by the completion date, file for an extension with OISS before your immigration documents expire.
 Report any change of address within 10 days to Rice via ESTHER – must be in proper USPS format, or the update will be rejected by
SEVIS.
 Report any new/change in phone number within 10 days to Rice via ESTHER – local phone number is required in ESTHER in the mailing
address field to be submitted to SEVIS. Proper format of area code and 7 digit number required.
 Report any change in email address within 10 days to Rice via ESTHER - must be in proper format.
 Do not work, either on or off campus, unless authorized by OISS.
 While on OPT, follow proper OPT reporting requirements - update OISS with employer address, period of employment, how job is related to major area of study, and do not exceed 90 days of unemployment.
 Maintain health insurance for the duration of your stay.
 Keep your passport valid at all times.
 When traveling outside the US, be sure to stop by OISS to get a travel endorsement before you leave.
 Upon returning from travel abroad, please give OISS a copy of your new I-94 (and visa/passport, if applicable).
 Don’t throw away any of your old I-20s/DS-2019s, even if you have received an updated one. These ar e legal documents that you
may need to prove you have maintained status and may be used should you request a change in visa status years from now.
If you are ever unsure about your reporting requirements for your visa
type, please contact OISS and we will be happy to guide you. Please remember that your immigration status is your responsibility.
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I have to file US tax forms?!?

By Sandra Bloem-Curtis

Yes, we know filing a US tax return is not exactly fun, but it is the law. If you were present
in the US for any length of time in 2017, you are required to file a tax return to be legally
compliant. The deadline for filing your tax forms with the US government is April 15,
2018.
Fortunately, OISS has a few handy resources to help you meet this legal requirement. Be
sure to check them out and file your forms as early as possible to avoid penalties.
Resources:
Glacier Tax Prep (GTP) software is a web-based software program that Rice provides to its foreign nationals to assist “nonresidents” for tax purposes to prepare their tax forms. The program can also help to determine if you are considered a “resident” or
“non-resident” for tax purposes. For information on how to purchase a $2 software license visit: http://oiss.rice.edu/tax
Tax Workshop for Internationals – February 21, 2018 fr om 4pm-5:30pm
For “residents” for tax purposes, check out IRS Fr ee File (tax pr epar ation softwar e) infor mation https://www.irs.gov/filing/
free-file-do-your-federal-taxes-for-free
Additional resources available on the OISS website: http://oiss.rice.edu/tax
Note:
If you did not receive any income during 2017, you may only need to complete the For m 8843. Glacier Tax Pr ep software can
assist you with this determination.
If you received a scholarship/stipend/paycheck for employment, you may need to complete the For m 8843 and For m 1040NR.
Glacier Tax Prep software can assist you with this determination and to complete the forms.
Before filing your taxes, make sure you have received all your supporting tax documents from employers, Rice, or other scholarship/fellowship sponsors.
Tax forms you may receive:
W-2 form - Rice employees (including student employees) who receive reportable earned income will receive a W-2 to be filed with
your tax return. W-2s are available through your ESTHER account after January 31.
1042-S form - For eign nationals may r eceive a 1042-S if they are recipients of tax treaty benefits, scholarships or fellowships from
nontax treaty countries. Your 1042-S form will be available online if you have signed up with Payroll’s FNIS
Foreign nationals who have tax treaties should learn the terms of their treaties (http://www.irs.gov/publications/p901/ar01.html). If
you have questions concerning benefits you think might apply to you, please inquire at the Payroll office (a SSN and additional forms
may need to be completed in Payroll in order to receive those benefits).
A Social Security Number (SSN) or an ITIN is required file your taxes. If you do not have one, please see the OISS on how to apply.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

TAX WORKSHOP
All international students must file, even if not employed!
This is a free seminar for all Rice international students and scholars. Internationals will need to file at least one tax form for last year
(details explained during the seminar), so mark your calendars to attend!
Tax Workshop
Presented by tax experts from Briggs & Viselka, Co.
Date: Wednesday, February 21, 2018
Time: 4pm-5:30pm
Place: Keck Hall Room 100
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Hong Kong – A quick visit
By Andy Meretoja & Agnes Vajtai

At the beginning of November, we had the pleasure of visiting Hong Kong for three days.
While that is definitely not enough time to fully experience Hong Kong, we were very fortunate to get at least a quick glimpse of this unique and exciting city!
Hosted by the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST), the primary purpose of our trip was to represent Rice University in a workshop regarding Rice's participation in a global virtual exchange agreement with 8 other universities worldwide.
Workshop participants on the HKUST campus.
Fortunately, we did get a little bit of time for sightseeing as well. Our must-see recommenThe Rice delegation included Andy and Agnes
dation for anyone visiting Hong Kong is Victoria Peak, the highfrom OISS, and Mr. David Tenney from the Office est mountain on Hong Kong Island, where you can get a specof the Registrar.
tacular view of the city.
Although we were told that one should visit Victoria Peak both during daylight and at night, we unfortunately didn’t get an opportunity to go back. But thanks to our incredibly kind hosts from HKUST, we did
still get to check out Hong Kong by night, with a tour of the Tsim Sha Tsui Promenade, a prime spot to
view the magnificent lights of the Hong Kong Island skyline!
Besides the beautiful scenery and the pleasant climate, we also got a little taste of Hong Kong’s cuisine during a special dinner organized by our host in the “Symphony by Jade” restaurant where, among many authentic food compositions, we tasted Pecking Duck,
lots of seafood and delicious vegetables. Although this trip was very short it served like a great appetizer that makes people want
some more. There is so much to explore in this vibrant and interesting city, and the helpfulness and kindness of its people we interacted with made it a very rewarding and memorable experience we can truly recommend to anyone.

Explore Vietnam . . . Hanoi, Hue, Ho Chi Minh City
By ATD (current Rice student)
Locate the East coast of South Asia on the map, connect the three spots Hanoi, Hue, and Ho Chi Minh City
and you will have a perfect pretty small S-shaped Vietnam.
HANOI
The 1000-year-old city marks the beginning of Vietnam and appears to remain
beautifully intact ever since. From the Temple of Literature, One Pillar Pagoda to the
French Quarter, St. Joseph’s Cathedral, Ha Noi has all you could ask for a harmonious
join of East and West, ideaologies, cultural values with its reputably hospitable people at
center. One big bonus, the food here is inarguably the best!
HUE
Hue sits right in the middle of the country, bridging the North and the South into one whole Vietnam. Being the
country’s former capital and the seat of our last emperor, the Nguyen Dynasty, Hue gives off a nostalgic feeling to
people immediately at their first step towards the city (well, at least I sense it). The view of the magnificent imperial palace bathed in coral sunset will surely take your breath away. I especially go a bundle on a cruise trip that
sails you along the city’s main river for sightseeing and conducts Vietnamese folk music performance played with
traditional instruments on board. It’s totally worth an experience!
HO CHI MINH CITY (SAIGON)
More popularly known as “Saigon” in the 20 th century, Ho Chi Minh City has now become the most
ideal place in Vietnam for young people with as many services and sources of entertainment as any other developed cities around the world. You might be taken aback by the significant number of motorbikes on the street, so how about joining your Saigonnese fellows to sit back on a
stool at one random in hundreds low-maintenance coffee shops on the sidewalks,
enjoy fresh grounded Vietnamese coffee and the hectic pace of Saigon life? A very
chic and Saigon-style getaway for a weekend morning!
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Immigration Seminar: So Many Updates!
We are so happy that immigration lawyers, Judy Lee and Kari Konikowski Blackman, from Foster will speak on advanced immigration topics of interest to international students and scholars – for now and in the future. Mark your calendars for Thursday,
February 1, 2018!
With the many changes in the USA administration, the speakers will discuss recent changes, as well as topics on nonimmigrant
statuses, such as H-1Bs, O-1s, other nonimmigrant visas, permanent residency, that are possible for employment after the F and J
visas.
Who: Speakers, Immigration Attorneys from Foster: Judy Lee and Kari Konikowski Blackman
When: Thursday, February 1, 2018
Time: 4-5:30pm
Where: Herring Hall, Room 100
Mark your calendars and bring a friend to this free seminar!

Common Immigration Concerns
By Adria Baker
One of the top-cited concerns by international students and scholars is maintaining valid immigration status, while maximizing
immigration benefits. Some common risks to one’s immigration status:
 Graduate students who have just received their PhD, wanting to stay and conduct research/study/work in their lab (as they
have done for years) while waiting for their OPT work authorization card (EAD) to arrive.
 Not adhering to 20 hours only per week of employment during a semester – including even when a reduced course load has
been approved (and in particular the last semester).
 Not carefully planning the multi-level complexities of travelling outside the USA, while working through other benefits
such as work authorization, transferring, etc.
 Not reporting one’s address within less than 10 days of a move.
 Seeking to prolong your degree when you have completed your degree requirements already.
 Forgetting to request travel signature before travelling internationally (signature good for about 6 months).
 Failure to bring immigration documents (I-20; DS-2019) when seeking admission to the US.
 Failure to report employer’s information on OISS website while on OPT.
 Failure to send OISS updated health insurance information before current one expires.
 Not reporting to OISS when departing the USA permanently and no longer intending to pursue the remainder of one’s OPT
and/or STEM OPT.
You are strongly encourage to make an appointment to see an OISS advisor (713-348-6095) for any of these, or other concerns you may have. We are here to help you navigate the immigration requirements and benefits related to your individual
case.
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OISS Staff—Who Does What??
By Jenny Brydon
The Office of International Students & Scholars has the privilege of working with many different
groups of international visitors and students. In an effort to assist Rice departments and our off-campus
colleagues, please refer to the guide below for the first point of contact for different matters:
Athletes - Sandra Bloem-Curtis (sandra@rice.edu)
Visiting Post Baccalaureates (VPB) - Andy Meretoja (thm1@rice.edu)
Exchange Students and Visiting Students - Jenny Brydon (jbrydon@rice.edu)
Graduate Students and Transferring IN Graduate Students - Irena Aleksic (ia9@rice.edu)
Undergraduate Students and Transferring IN Undergraduate Students - Jenny Brydon (jbrydon@rice.edu)
Transferring OUT of Rice - Elizabeth Thomas (emt9@rice.edu)
One-Time Visitors - Betsy Caradec (ec40@rice.edu)
Postdoc H-1Bs - Adria Baker (abaker@rice.edu) and Andy Meretoja (thm1@rice.edu)
Scholars on J (Exchange Visitor) Visas - Jenny Brydon (jbrydon@rice.edu) and Maria Corcuera (mec3@rice.edu)
Scholars on Visas Other Than J - Adria Baker (abaker@rice.edu) and Andy Meretoja (thm1@rice.edu)
For questions not otherwise addressed here, please contact OISS at oiss@rice.edu or 713-348-6095.
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By Irena Aleksic & Elizabeth Thomas

PLANNING YOUR SUMMER INTERNSHIP!
We congratulate our Fall 2017 international student arrivals on their eligibility for CPT work authorization starting this summer! Anyone who
has been enrolled since Fall (or earlier) can apply for curricular practical training (CPT). Please attend one of OISS’ CPT/OPT workshops for a
chance to learn the details and ask questions (refer to page 4 for schedule). Since CPT is granted only for curricular reasons, the work/
practicum off-campus must be required for your Rice studies. The options for the curricular justification are listed below.
UNDERGRADUATE F-1 STUDENTS

GRADUATE F-1 STUDENTS

Work is required for a course (enroll for summer or
fall ’18, must be toward your degree)

Work is required for a course (enroll for summer or
fall ’18, must be toward your degree)
Work is integral to thesis/dissertation research
Work is required for degree program (for example,
some Professional Master’s programs)

RESOURCES TO USE: Center for Career Development CCD!
One way to prepare for an internship is to get help from Rice’s Center for Career Development (CCD). The CCD provides many services, including:
 Study resources on using social media for job searches, how to network, business etiquette, and resume writing: http://ccd.rice.edu/
content.aspx?id=123
 Guides to interviewing, dressing appropriately, and writing cover letters: http://ccd.rice.edu/guides/
 RICElink and other tools for job searches: http://ccd.rice.edu/jobs-internships/
 Career counseling appointments: http://ccd.rice.edu/appt/
 Event listings and job expos: http://ccd.rice.edu/students/events/
NOTE: Rice’s OwlSpark incubator (http://owlspark.com), which is set up as an on-campus employment opportunity. For all other potential
entrepreneurial activities, please schedule an appointment to discuss with an OISS advisor.
GET READY FOR YOUR INTERNSHIP!
Ask yourself these important questions:
Have you obtained work authorization from OISS?
Do you have a Social Security Number? If not, do you know how to get one?
Have you completed all appropriate paperwork and submitted to employer?
Do you have professional clothes to wear at work?
What do you need to bring on your first day?
Have you arranged housing/transportation in the city where your internship takes place?
We at OISS wish you success in your summer internships!

Calling All International Postdocs
The OISS is so happy to invite you to a professional development training luncheon. Please confirm your attendance to
abaker@rice.edu.
Details:
What: Lunch at the Faculty Club for Inter national Postdocs. Pr ofessional development topic and panel discussion
will be on communicating research discovery in understandable terms to hearers outside of one’s research field.
When: Monday, February 5, 2018
Time: 11:45 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. (starts at noon)
Need headcount. Please RSVP to abaker@rice.edu. (RSVP by Thursday, February 1, 2018).
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Health Insurance Basics
by Elmira Ganiyeva

We all need health insurance to cover our medical expenses and manage the cost of health care. We pay premiums to health
insurance companies and they pay out benefits. The health insurance can cover preventive care like routine check-ups and
treatment if we get into an accident or we get sick or injured. We need health insurance to protect our physical health, as well
as to avoid high financial expenses and penalties under the Affordable Healthcare Act (ACA).
You can learn about Rice health insurance plans, enrolling guidelines, and policy documentation on our website at
https://oiss.rice.edu/studenthealth/.

Update from DPS!
Starting last year, all new driver license applicants must complete a 1 hour Impact Texas Drivers (ITD) online
program before they’re eligible to apply for a driver license!!
For more information on all driver license regulations, please see http://oiss.rice.edu/driving/ &
http://www.dps.texas.gov/DriverLicense/

Beware of Fraud
on OPT
Students who rely on recruitment agencies to obtain OPT placements should
ensure those agencies are trustworthy
and reputable. Reputable recruiters will
not change a student’s resume or academic background to secure a job.
If you witness fraudulent activity by an
OPT recruiter or company, contact the
ICE’s Homeland Security Investigations
(HSI) tip line at 1-866-DHS-2ICE or
www.ice.gov/tips. Victims and witnesses
of criminal activity may be eligible for
immigration relief.
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How Did Rice’s Owls Spend the Winter Break? By Agnes Vajtai
Giving back obtained a special meaning in this holiday season because of
Hurricane Harvey, and OISS was excited to organize an event where Rice
Internationals will have another opportunity to continue volunteering and
helping the community still dealing with the effects of the hurricane.
We started this year’s Winter Events with assisting special needs young
adults to create bookmarks to sell for Harvey Fundraiser. With the dedicated help of our undergraduate Edward (Jinghao) Feng, the 9 special
guests and their families who visited Rice created close to 500 bookmarks, and donated the money raised to those affected by Harvey. As the
saying goes: a picture is worth a thousand words, and below one can not
only see the fun we had but the spirit and energy that were brought to us,
and will believe that dreams do take flight.

Visiting NASA was a new addition to Winter Events this year, and as expected, it was a
huge hit. 58 internationals and their families had enjoyed many attractions such as the behind the scenes tram tour, seeing historic aircraft and actual artifacts, and a live show on
daily life on the Space Station. Here are some of the quotes about their experience:
“An amazing and wonderful day. We visited one of the best academic institutions
around the world!” (Anonymous)
“I took lots of photos today which I’m going to share with my parents. The two most
impressive things I see today are the astronaut training center and a huge rocket engine
in the museum because they are real and imposing. Thanks to OISS staff for providing
me with such a chance to experience so many wonderful things within a short
time.” (Lu Ma)
“This is a wonderful trip to Nasa. I have experienced the actual scene what I have seen
in the movie.” (Jiewu Cui)
No Winter Events is complete without saying “hello” to our four-legged friends at the Houston Zoo, and true dedication were shown by those who joined us despite the unusually cold
weather.
Finally, tickets to our Annual Rockets Game Outing were sold out within an hour and this
time 60 Rice internationals cheered for the Houston Rockets when they played and won
against the Portland Trailblazers.
We hope the winter break was relaxing and joyful for everyone and we look forward to seeing you back next year!
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Maintaining J-1 Scholar Status
Maintaining J-1 Scholar Status
Remember, maintaining your status is your responsibility. By signing your immigration documents, you
have indicated that you agree to comply with the terms and conditions of your admission and those of any
extension of stay. You also certify that all information provided on your immigration documents are true
and correct to the best of your knowledge. You certify that you seek to enter or remain in the United States
temporarily, solely for the purpose of completing the program at the institution indicated on your immigration documents. With this said,
please remember that you always have the opportunity to meet with an OISS Advisor should you have questions about maintaining your status.
Points to remember:
 Maintain a valid passport at all times, unless exempt fr om passpor t r equir ements. Your passpor t should be valid for at least 6
months into the future.
 Depart by the date indicated on your I-94. Do not overstay, be sure to request an extension before your current program expires if you
will need to stay beyond the date indicated on your I-94.
 Report a change in your local contact information within 10 days of the change by updating ESTHER.
 Maintain health insurance that meets J requirements for you and any J -2 dependents for the entire duration of your program.
 Report any life event that may affect your immigr ation status such as bir th of a child, mar r iage, change of legal name, divor ce or
death.
 Report your program completion so that OISS may close your SEVIS r ecor d. Be sur e to submit a Depar tur e For m which can be
found on the main page of the OISS website.
 Do not engage in criminal activity.
 Never work off-campus unless you have current work authorization from an OISS advisor or DHS (Department of Homeland Security).
You must have a letter authorizing you to engage in incidental employment or consultations at other employers. All off-campus employment has a beginning and ending date.
 Make normal progress towards completing the program. You need to apply for an extension if you cannot complete your program before
the completion date on your DS-2019. There is no extension allowed after the expiration date of the DS-2019, and you will have to apply
for reinstatement with the Department of Homeland Security if you stay beyond the expiration date without an extension granted on
time.
 Keep Form DS-2019 current. Don’t let it expir e and make sur e all the infor mation on your DS-2019 is accurate and valid. Obtain a
new DS-2019 whenever any information has changed.
 Obtain a travel endorsement on your DS-2019 fr om the Office of Inter national Students and Scholar s (OISS) befor e tr aveling.
The endorsement for travel should be done during the current semester. It is not necessary if you are returning home permanently. A DS2019 is no longer valid for reentry once you complete the program listed on your DS-2019, even if it has not expired.
J-1 visa holders are granted a 30-day grace period to depar t the US upon completion of their pr ogr am as listed on their DS-2019.
No work is allowed during the grace period.

Connecting With Alumni Travelers
Rice international students spent an evening serving as liaisons with Rice Alumni who
have participated in the Traveling Owls program. Was a wonderful evening when the
alumni were able to meet some of our international students, and be reminded about the
importance of staying connected to the world through people-to-people connections and
friendly conversations. The Rice alumni also learned a bit about some of the excellent
global initiatives that are happening around campus, as well as the opportunity for them
to stay globally active through the OISS’ International Friendship Program (IFR).
Thank you to our Rice international students who were great “ambassadors” for us with
Rice alums.

Pictured above left to right: Dan Stypa of the Alumni Office,
Eduardo Villarreal, Dr. Adria Baker, Rayne Yu, Dr. Himanshu
Aggrawal, Priscilla Dias da Silva, Arti Qormemeti, Mohammadamin Edrisi
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Scams & Fraud Issues
(http://oiss.rice.edu/scams)
While at Rice University we hope that you will not be contacted by someone attempting to “scam” or defraud you of your money or personal information. Scammers use various means to scam their victims (Email, Phone, Mail). As is true anywhere, there are people who
attempt to take advantage of international students and scholars, but with a little knowledge you can learn how to identify a scam/fraud
and avoid falling victim to their fraud.

Common Scams:







Third Party tax forms attempt to collect the refund that is rightfully yours.
Online scams when purchasing items on Craigslist, EBay, Facebook Marketplace, through PayPal, etc.
Rental scams where your rental deposit money is taken & no one meets you with the keys to move in. (Always google the address
being advertised & directly call the property –apartment/condo/house – complex number from the official website/contact that is
listed under Googlemaps or the official website).
Calls demanding an “international student tax” or “visa fee” which directs the victim to pay.
A scammer will request money through wire-transfer, Apple-pay, Samsung-pay, alternative app payment, or Gift cards.
A website charging fees to enter the Green Card or H1-B “Lottery”.

Common Scam “Red Flags”:







Someone calls and claims you owe money or have committed some kind of fraud/crime.
A call/email/letter will uses fear, threats, and intimidation to get what they want from you.
A scammer will use lots of legal-sounding language such as “federal regulations”, “legal code number-” and “visa fee” to sound as authentic as possible.
A scammer emphasizes immediate action, often without allowing you to verify their identity/claim.
A scam includes threats of punishment (often of deportation and/or arrest) for not acting immediately.
A scammer will keep you on the phone for a long time & will not let you hang up to call back later.

What to do:








Department of Homeland Security may call you regarding your SEVIS record, but they will NEVER ask for money over
the phone or through wire transfer.
ALWAYS ask for a caller’s name, ID badge, and phone number and request that you call them back (All valid officials have to allow
you to do this, if they insist you cannot verify their identity and/or call back, hang up).
End the conversation immediately if threats and/or intimidation persist.
Do not ever cash checks that arrive in the mail unexpectedly.
Do not sign contracts or documents without reading them and completely understanding the content if, you are unsure consult with
an expert or attorney.
It’ is a good idea to check how much of your information is public, such as your phone number and address.
Help international students avoid scams by sharing this article with your network on social media using the hashtags #AvoidScams
and #StudyintheStates

Report to OISS:







If you receive a concerning or suspicious call.
If a letter arrives in the mail which includes threats for not acting.
If you receive a letter in the mail that is not on official letterhead, asking for payment.
If an employer is acting unethically by requiring you to pay money to receive a job offer, or an employment agency is offering to create fake credentials or lie for you.
Remember: when one person reports a scam, OISS can alert all of our international students and scholars,

“If in doubt, reach out”.

Resources for More Information:
Department of Homeland Security: Study in the States – Important Message to Students: ProtectYourself from Scams
Department of Homeland Security: Scams Targeting International Students
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) – Avoid Scams
USCIS: Common Scams against Internationals
Federal Trade Commission Scam Alerts
Homeland Security Investigation Tip Line Info
If OISS is alerted, we will email an alert, as well as post info on our Facebook page.
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Interview with Andrew Keat, I-PREP 2018 Student Director
By Jenny Brydon

I-PREP is the undergraduate international orientation program that takes place just
before O-Week. Student leadership is a crucial part of its success. Andrew will be
the Student Director for I-PREP 2018 and will lead a student team of five I-PREP
Advisors throughout what I imagine will be one of the most successful I-PREPs in
recent years.
A little about Andrew . . .
Andrew is a Junior at Sid Richardson College majoring in Civil and Environmental
Engineering and loves to run around in ovals as he is a member of the Rice Track
and Field Team. His hobbies (according to him) “include drinking tea, playing inner-tube water-polo and taking long strolls on the beach with his dog Monty”. He
is determined, focused, smart and very capable – all while managing to make it
fun.

What is your vision for I-PREP 2018?
My vision for I-PREP 2018 is to create strong bonds between the international students as they come to Rice. I think it is
important that they have an international support group as being an international at Rice comes with its wonderful complications! I aim to do this by incorporating more activities that get the students interacting with each other and enjoying the
beginning of a new chapter in their life!

What is your leadership style?
I don’t think I have one specific leadership style. Different situations require different techniques to be implemented to carry out tasks. What I will say that stays constant through my leadership styles is my desire to empower and encourage
growth within people. I love interacting with people and get a real kick out of seeing people succeed on projects. I also like
to create a very open dialogue environment as communication within a team is of paramount importance.

When can interested international undergrads apply for I-PREP Advisor positions?
I-PREP Advisor applications will be available on January 16 and will be due February 5. For a position description and the
application, go to: http://oiss.rice.edu/iprepadvisor/

What are you looking for in interested I-PREP Advisor applicants?
I am looking for people that exude friendliness and a desire to help. I want I-PREP to be a fun experience for everyone involved but that does not mean that it is all fun and games as there is serious work to be done as well and I think that should
be emphasized. The ability to maintain your cool and still display clear logic and communication skills when you are tired
will go a long way!

Do you have any advice for first year students entering their 2nd semester?
First of all, congratulations on finishing your first semester and wow didn’t that go fast! Hopefully you now have a better
understanding of what Rice is all about and you are falling in love with the experience like many students before you have.
My advice the next semester would be not to overload yourself with too many things! It is very much a Rice trait to try and
get involved in everything that is going on but this can more often than not turn out to be less rewarding than you think it
would be as you spread yourself so thinly across many engagements. By now you have also learned that Rice’s classes are
hard and it is important to give them the time and respect they deserve. So, don’t overcommit but definitely get involved
with something you enjoy and explore something new as there are so many great opportunities at Rice if you just start looking for them.
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Student Wellbeing Column
Article Written by: Office of Wellbeing

Wellbeing tips for the new year!
How to take care of your wellbeing while reaching your new year goals.

Welcome back on campus everyone! We hope you had a wonderful winter break and enjoyed some time off from school. In
note of the brand-new year, Student Wellbeing and Counseling Center is bringing you some tips that could help you navigate
the new year and the spring semester.
 Make the most out of the resources on campus by reconnecting with them. eesides Student Wellbeing and Counseling
Center, there are many other resources that can help you succeed such as Office of Academic Advising, Center for Career
Development, Center for Civic Leadership, and Student Success Initiatives.



Set realistic goals. New Year’s resolution could be a great tool to motivate yourself, but don’t let it burden you with too
lofty of expectations.



If you visited home or travelled to other parts of the world over winter break, it is normal that you’re experiencing jetlag.
To help you adjust faster, get as much daylight as you can and exercise to boost your endorphins. And last but not least,
get as much sleep as you normally would in a 24-hour period – make up any shortfall with a snooze during the day if necessary.



If you want to be more introspective and better take care of your mental wellbeing, give a shot at journaling. It doesn’t
have to be long, detailed entries of daily events. Try to write down anything that caught your attention throughout the
day such as: people, events, emotions, and insights.

While adjusting back to life on campus, if you need any help we’re at
Gibbs Wellness Center during regular business hours (M - F, 9am 5pm). If it is during non-business hours, you can use the 24 hour hotline
by dialing 713-348-3311.
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REAP International Program: Be a Force that Changes Lives
by Elmira Ganiyeva
As a 17-year-old choosing Rice University and being accepted here, surely, was a life changing experience for you. Each of you has an
answer to what or who helped you to make your choice. Now it is your chance to be a force that changes lives of many students in your
home country.
REAP International (Rice Experiences Advertised to Prospects –Internationally) is a program designed to increase Rice’s visibility on a
broad-based scale to prospective international students through Rice students’ experiences. Each currently enrolled, degree-seeking international student on a non-immigrant visa at Rice can participate in this program. The main requisite is you must be interested in visiting your former high school or college/university, or overseas educational advising center in your home country during the visit home
and share your experiences at Rice to a group of students (and, possibly, their parents).
The university experience is different for everyone. Since the opening of the program in 2005, many Rice internationals have shared their
Rice experiences in their home countries, including degrees offered at Rice, life in residential colleges or graduate apartments, opportunities that Rice offers on balancing academic, social and career aspirations, and most importantly, the key to success.
I am happy to share with you below what our former participants say about their REAP International experience.
Priscilla Dias da Silva, PhD Student, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering Department
Going back home this summer turned out to be a unique experience. I had the chance to go to
University of Brasilia, the institution from where I received my undergraduate degree in Energy
Engineering. During my visit, I gave a talk to share my experience at Rice University and how
this institution exceeds the expectations I first had when I considered being part of an educational program in the United States.
The topics discussed included general information about Rice, the resources found at this university, and how they completely changed my life both personally and professionally. Finally,
we went through the admission process. The student response was outstanding. They asked several questions and I received feedback afterwards via e-mail and Facebook. It was a great pleasure being able to spread the word about
Rice and inspire younger students towards a promising future.
Itohan Mercy Idumwonyi, Ph.D. Student, Religious Studies
I chose to participate in the REAP program because I considered my way of increasing the number of Nigerian students at Rice. I am
happy to have had the opportunity to serve in the Rice Ambassador Program and represent Rice in Nigeria.
I had one-on-one conversations with colleagues at the University of Benin which was helpful.
In addition, I engaged the graduating students – class of 2016. I did this with the support of
colleagues who were interested in my mission as REAP Ambassador.
Before engaging the University of Benin community, I had visited the youth of Christ Apostolic Church, Ketu Lagos. To make a success of this assignment, I studied the master information on the university site. I am happy my engagement is productive. I have motivated these
folks to consider Rice in their search for graduate studies. I am still in touch with some of the
students and the wife of the General Superintendent of the Church. I am hopeful that they will
look to Rice in their quest for graduate studies.
Luiza Gomes Ferreira, PhD Student, Chemistry Department
Participating in the REAP program was a fulfilling experience. Coming back home and be able
to share my impressions and experiences as Rice students is incredible, not only I felt proud
about sharing all the challenges that I overcame since I started but I had an amazing response
from the Brazilian students that dream about coming to US. Helping in any way those students
was my main goal and I felt that I brought them closer to their dream by sharing my experience
and answering their questions. I hope that I can reach more Brazilian students in my future visits
to Brazil.
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